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“Edge Fund don’t just distribute funds but redistribute power.”
Edge Fund’s Influencing Funders Group is four
years old!

Introduction

Like with so much of what we do at Edge, the
Influencing Funders group (IFG) evolved out of
Large donors may be interested to hear that
conversations that we were having about how we
Edge Fund has been cited as an influence for the could have a lasting impact on the inherent inequity
Big Lottery Fund, for example in their work
at the core of philanthropic practice generally. We
supporting ‘lived experience leaders’.
were, and continue to be, concerned that grantEdge Fund’s work was so inspiring for the Heinz makers seldom dare to solve problems deeper than
Endowments that they sent someone from the US the symptoms of our unjust and unequal society.
to understand our processes. They went on to set
Our first meeting was 25 September 2014, and
up a fund with a similar approach.
since then we’ve changed a lot. Initially our
Edge Fund was profiled in the Ford
Foundation’s report on participatory grantmaking,
and a recent GrantCraft guide that has been
downloaded hundreds of times.

intention was to be proactive and try to get
funders to speak to us, but it quickly changed as
funders got in touch with us and we had to react!

Edge Fund was instrumental in advocating for and
establishing a new European participatory grantmaker, FundAction, which uses many of the
approaches developed by Edge.

This initiative began to really gather momentum
after three members, Sophie Pritchard (Edge co founder), Isis Amlak and Patrick Boase (Network for
Social Change) attended the Funders for a Just
Transition meeting in La Bergerie, Paris (14-16
March 2014). The meeting was organised by what
has since become Edge Funders Alliance Europe.
The main objective was for the funders present to
share information and to begin exploring possible
ways of collaboration.

We still meet regularly and do both proactive and
reactive stuff, such as writing responses to articles
Edge was profiled in the recent Civil Society
Futures initiative, both in their report and our video or raising awareness of our process. Here are a few
successes we’ve had over the years:
was put on their website.

Smaller donors may be interested to hear that

Edge Fund’s work inspired a group of activists
and funders from across Europe to consider
creating a similar initiative. They asked us to
present Edge Fund’s approach, and we then
supported them to design and launch FundAction,
a participatory fund and platform for activism in
Europe. Since its launch in November 2017,
FundAction’s processes many of which are
modelled on Edge Fund’s process have funded a
groups such as Mwasi Afrofeminist Collectif in
France, the Magacin social space in Serbia, and a
Polish Climate Camp. FundAction was also one of
the first supporters of FemFund, Poland’s first
feminist fund. FemFund itself was also inspired by
Edge Fund, and uses a participatory approach to
giving out small grants to feminist groups facing
Sophie, Isis and Patrick, Paris, 2014
severe government and societal oppression.
Members of Edge Fund, FemFund and FundAction
In April 2015 we were selected to facilitate a workcontinue to work together to build transnational
shop at the EDGE Funders Alliance’s conference,
connections.

recognition of the support we offered them. They
subsequently implemented some of this learning
into the TAP process, so Edge Fund inspired this
collaborative grantmaking programme aimed at
using arts to transform the lives of youth living in
distressed neighbourhoods .
Towards A Just Transition, in Baltimore. Isis
attended and together with Farhad Ebrahimi (The
Chorus Foundation), Mónica Enriquez-Enriquez
(Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice) and
Arianne Shaffer (Kindle Project) ran a session Why Structural Change in Society Will Require
Structural Change in Philanthropy - with the aim of
challenging and raising awareness amongst
funders to address our own practice. Over 60% of
Baltimore’s population is African American. Within
days of the conference Baltimore erupted after
Freddie Gray’s murder, summed up succinctly by
the Huffington Post - Racism Is Real: The Real
Reason Behind Baltimore Uprising .

Community philanthropy
Funders involved in community philanthropy have
been influenced by and supportive of Edge Fund
over the years. The Global Fund for Community
Foundations funded Isis to attend their
Community Philanthropy Summit in Johannesburg
Azania (South Africa) in 2016. Isis spoke about
Edge Fund’s work to funders from around the
globe. They then supported Edge Fund member
Rose Longhurst’s participation in a meeting to help

Heinz Endowments
Whilst attending the Baltimore conference Isis met
Justin Laing from Heinz Endowments. He sought
us out after seeing one of our tweets and hearing
Isis speak at the conference, inviting Isis to
present to their Transformative Arts Process (TAP)
advisory group at their headquarters in Pittsburgh.
Their grant making model was in the process of
development. Heinz were so inspired that they
sent Justin to the UK to attend our January 2016

Soweto 2016

discuss the future of community philanthropy,
which Rose used as an opportunity to highlight the
need for non-hierarchical decision-making
processes. Edge is continually cited in their
communications, for example in this interview
they published.
Edge Fund in global networks

Edge Fund has joined a number of global funder
networks to influence, meet and learn from
likeminded grantmaking organisations. Edge Fund
is a member of EDGE Funders Alliance; Rose joined
the Board in lieu of paying membership fees. Edge
has been profiled in several of their publications
and at their conference, including organising
Justin with TAP workshop attendees
sessions on participatory grantmaking and having
funding round in order to better understand our
Isis as a main speaker at the closing plenary of their
funding process. Justin also met with some of our 2017 conference in Barcelona. Edge is also a (nonmembers, UK activists and the Lankelly Chase
dues-paying) member of the International Human
Foundation. Heinz donated $5000 to Edge Fund in Rights Funders Group and is also a part of the

European human rights network ARIADNE. Edge
has been profiled at ARIADNE events, including at a
recent, sold-out ‘grant-skills day’. Patrick also
presented Edge Fund’s participatory approach at a
recent ARIADNE meeting in France this year.

support social movements. Edge Fund was also
invited to attend a Civil Society Futures event,
organised by a group of larger funders to consider
the future of civil society in the UK. Our video was
embedded into their website, and Edge was highly
profiled in their interim report; final report here.

Meetings with funders
Over the years, Edge Fund has met with many
funders, including Esmee Fairbairn Foundation,
the Young Foundation and Lankelly Chase
Foundation. However we’ve found that this
doesn’t necessarily lead to any change in their
practices. It may be the case that we challenged
them too much, or that they were simply interested
but had no intention of directly changing. But it
does mean that we’ve raised the profile of Edge,
and occasionally new opportunities come up: for
example, Lankelly Chase invited us to propose a
process for involving community members in their
processes, a member of Esmee Fairbairn’s staff
joined the Big Lottery Fund where he spearheads
participatory, democratic initiatives that (he says)
were inspired by the Edge Fund’s work. Edge Fund
member Susan Seymour attended the Shift The
Power conference in September 2017 organised by
Global Fund for Community Foundations. More
recently, Edge Fund staff member Natasha Nkonde
participated in an exploration by the Joseph
Rowntree Charitable Trust about how it can better
support social movements.

Making waves
The IFG has continually raised awareness of Edge
Fund and our approach in various media outlets.
There was a long article printed in Alliance
magazine by Sophie when Edge was first launched,
and since then Alliance have published several
online blogs including this one celebrating our fifth
birthday. We’ve been profiled in a GrantCraft guide
to participatory grantmaking, where Nim is quoted
several times, and our process is outlined on their
website. Edge was mentioned in the Ford
Foundation’s report on participatory grantmaking,
which began bringing this approach to a broader
audience. Edge was also cited as one of New
Philanthropy Capital’s Ten Innovations in Global
Philanthropy.

Presenting Edge Fund to UK funders
Over the years Edge Fund has been profiled at
many funder events. Edge members Nim Ralph,
Sophie and Rose presented Edge at the National
Fundraising Convention to a packed audience and
really positive feedback.
Rose presented Edge
Fund to an audience of
foundations at an event
held at Barrow Cadbury
Trust as the initial
speaker before the main
speaker, US academic
Hahrie Han, presented
Natasha at Edge Fund’s
her research on how
8th Funding Round 2017
funders can better

Rose facilitating a FundAction session 2016

FundAction - a participatory fund and platform
for European activists - was born when a group of
European funders heard from the activists in their
network that they should experiment with
participatory grantmaking. Rose and Natasha were
both involved in the planning and it was then
launched in November 2016. Since then
FundAction has funded several interesting
initiatives, including FemFund, Poland’s first (and
participatory) feminist fund, and London Renters
Union in the UK.
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